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ABSTRACT
A comparison of statistical postprocessing methods is performed for high-resolution precipitation forecasts.
We keep hydrological end users in mind and thus require that the systematic errors of probabilistic forecasts
are corrected and that they show a realistic high-dimensional spatial structure. The most skillful forecasts of
3-h accumulated precipitation in 3 3 3 km2 grid cells covering the land surface of the Netherlands were made
with a nonparametric method [quantile regression forests (QRF)]. A parametric alternative [zero-adjusted
gamma distribution (ZAGA)] corrected the precipitation forecasts of the short-range Grand Limited Area
Model Ensemble Prediction System (GLAMEPS) up to 160 h less well, particularly at high quantiles, as
verified against calibrated precipitation radar observations. For the subsequent multivariate restructuring,
three empirical methods, namely, ensemble copula coupling (ECC), the Schaake shuffle (SSh), and a recent
minimum-divergence sophistication of the Schaake shuffle (MDSSh), were tested and verified using both the
multivariate variogram skill score (VSS) and the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), the latter after
aggregating the forecasts spatially. ECC and MDSSh were more skillful than SSh in terms of the CRPS and
the VSS. ECC performed somewhat worse than MDSSh for summer afternoon and evening periods, probably
due to the worse representation of deep convection in the hydrostatic GLAMEPS compared to reality.
Overall, the high-resolution postprocessing comparison shows that skill for local precipitation amounts improves up to the 98th percentile in both the summer and winter season and that the high-dimensional joint
distribution can successfully be restructured. Forecasting products like this enable multiple end users to derive
their own desired aggregations.

1. Introduction
For a number of years, numerical weather prediction
(NWP) forecasts have been increasingly produced in a
probabilistic form instead of a deterministic one. This is
needed because the expression of uncertainty about the
future atmospheric state leads to enhanced decision making (e.g., Verkade and Werner 2011; Joslyn and LeClerc
2012; Ramos et al. 2013), made possible because increased
computing power allowed the use of ensemble prediction
systems (EPSs). Such an ensemble of deterministic NWP
models is used to integrate trajectories of different initial
conditions through the nonlinear dynamical system, that is,
the atmosphere, taking its incomplete representation in
numerical models also into account. The collection of
weather states thus forms a distribution that expresses
uncertainty of two inseparable sources: initial conditions
and model errors (Leutbecher and Palmer 2008).
Corresponding author: Dr. M. J. Schmeits, schmeits@knmi.nl

Ideally, the corresponding weather state that materializes lies within the forecast distribution, meaning that
the distribution correctly covered the error between the
forecast and observation. But this is often not the case,
and ensemble forecasts exhibit biases and under-or
overdispersion. Hence, calibration is needed: not a tuning of the NWP parameters, but a statistical correction of
the forecast distribution such that it has the same statistical properties as the collection of events that materializes (e.g., Gneiting 2014). The correction method assumes
that disparities between forecast distributions and observations are stationary. The systematic disparities differ
per lead time and location and become more challenging
to correct as the resolution of precipitation forecasts increases. Hence, the correction is uniquely built per lead
time (Wilks and Hamill 2007) and possibly per location.
Over the past years a variety of statistical postprocessing
methods have been applied to precipitation, but the variable poses a difficult challenge (e.g., Scheuerer and Hamill
2015a). The fact that precipitation is alternated by dry
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weather gives the distribution a discrete separation into a
probability of being exactly zero and a skewed continuous
distribution for the nonzero precipitation amounts. A
simple bias correction will not do because additive terms
affect the zero forecast, and multiplicative terms cannot
alter the frequency of zero precipitation (Gneiting 2014).
Also, the nonzero amounts exhibit more spread (i.e., uncertainty) with increased amounts of forecast precipitation
(heteroskedasticity).
Several elaborate methods exist. Either they apply a direct transformation such as quantile mapping (Panofsky
et al. 1968) or they construct a parametric two-stage model
where the probability of precipitation is a logistic regression
function of the predictors and a skewed distribution is used
for the nonzero precipitation amounts (Sloughter et al.
2007; Berrocal et al. 2008; Schmeits and Kok 2010). The
model characterizes the whole distribution at once or is
used as kernel in an ensemble dressing method like
Bayesian model averaging.
In parametric approaches to precipitation, the assumed
underlying distributions can be ill fitted (Flowerdew 2014).
Therefore, a nonparametric machine learning method is
also applied in this study. The postprocessed distribution is
derived from a collection of regression trees, called quantile
regression forests (QRF; Meinshausen 2006; Taillardat
et al. 2016, 2017; Whan and Schmeits 2018), which avoids
the assumption of a certain parametric distribution. It is
compared to an established parametric two-stage method,
the zero-adjusted gamma distribution (ZAGA), which
has a location parameter, a shape parameter, and a parameter for point mass at zero (Fig. 1; Rigby and
Stasinopoulos 2010). Another parametric alternative is the
(heteroskedastic) extended logistic regression (Wilks 2009;
Messner et al. 2014), but it is not chosen due to its worse
performance than ZAGA and QRF for extremes (Whan
and Schmeits 2018).
As mentioned, the systematic disparities can differ per
location. When a single statistical model is fitted to the
varying predictor values of all locations (a spatial pool), it
results in a single set of parameter values and multiple
different local univariate distributions that do not guarantee local calibration. A first accommodation to this
problem is to fit separate models, each with its own
unique parameter values. Kleiber et al. (2011) apply this
to precipitation and enforce spatial consistency through a
geostatistical model for parameter values. A second accommodation is to transform the predictors in the statistical model into measures of local bias (Stauffer et al.
2017) and still fit a single model, which results in separate
but locally calibrated distributions.
The fact that corrected univariate distributions are
independent of each other is inconvenient because many
users require a joint distribution through space and time
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FIG. 1. Example of a zero-adjusted gamma distribution with a point
mass at zero.

(Wilks 2015). Regarding precipitation, these can be
forecasts of a compound quantity such as probability of
precipitation somewhere in an area, or the generation of
precipitation fields to force a hydrological forecast system
(Verkade et al. 2013). They require multivariate descriptions
that capture the spatial, temporal, or cross-variable dependence between univariate forecast distributions.
These descriptions are also known as copulas (Genest
and Favre 2007) and can be applied in parametric form
to precipitation forecasts (Berrocal et al. 2008; Möller
et al. 2013), but because the additional parameters and
assumptions become unfeasible in high-dimensional
settings, empirical methods have also been developed.
In those cases, the univariate distributions are sampled
and reordered by applying the rank structure (a nonparametric, discrete copula) of a dependence template.
In case of the Schaake shuffle (SSh; Clark et al. 2004),
the template is a random selection of observations from
the historical record, which implicitly assumes that the
spatiotemporal rank correlation is independent of the
forecast atmospheric state. In case of empirical copula
coupling (ECC; Schefzik et al. 2013), the raw ensemble
itself serves as template, which is clearly linked to the
atmospheric state but can transfer spurious correlations of
the NWP model fields into the postprocessed multivariate
distribution (Flowerdew 2014). Both empirical methods
thus risk the magnification of an incorrect dependence
template when it is applied to the calibrated marginals.
Recent research has therefore tried to sophisticate the
methods (Ben Bouallègue et al. 2016; Schefzik 2016;
Scheuerer et al. 2017; Bellier et al. 2017; Wu et al. 2018).
Previous multivariate comparisons have been made
for various variables and often for settings with low dimensionality or resolution (Table 1). This study will
compare the two fundamental empirical methods
(ECC and SSh) and a sophisticated version of SSh,
namely, the minimum-divergence Schaake shuffle (MDSSh;
as in Scheuerer et al. 2017), but here the comparison
will be in the context of high-resolution precipitation
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TABLE 1. Studies on multivariate restructuring techniques (dimensionality is approximate).

Authors
Clark et al. (2004)

Predictand

Shrestha et al. (2015)

Precipitation,
temperature
Precipitation
Temperature,
pressure
Temperature,
dewpoint
Precipitation

Feldmann et al. (2015)
Hu et al. (2016)

Temperature
Precipitation

Ben Bouallègue et al. (2016)
Schefzik (2016)
Schefzik (2017)
Scheuerer et al. (2017)
Bellier et al. (2017)

Wind
Temperature
Temperature
Precipitation,
temperature
Precipitation

Wu et al. (2018)

Precipitation

This study

Precipitation

Berrocal et al. (2008)
Schefzik et al. (2013)
Wilks (2015)

Resolution
Station, 24-h
accumulation
Station
Station

Dimensionality

Structuring

756

Cross variable,
space, time
Space
Space

197
3

Station

4

(Empirical) technique
SSh
Parametric
ECC

Cross variable,
time
Space, time

ECC, SSh
SSh

514
4

Space
Space

ECC and parametric
ECC

21
2
3
840

Time
Space
Space
Space, time

Dual-ECC, ECC
SSh, SimSSh, ECC
ECC
SSh, MDSSh, ECC

100

Space, time

Subbasin 80 km2,
3-h accumulation
Station
Station, 24-h
accumulation
Station
Station
Station
Subbasin, 24-h
accumulation
Subbasin 290 km2,
6-h accumulation

2960

19 3 19 km2 grid,
6-h accumulations
3 3 3 km2 grid,
3-h accumulation

2500

Space

SSh, AnSSh,
AnSSh-ECC,
MDSSh, ECC
SSh, SSh-ANA, ECC

4497

Space

SSh, MDSSh, ECC

forecasts that should benefit multiple users. We therefore
compare two statistical postprocessing methods (ZAGA
and QRF) to find the most skillful univariate forecasts, and compare three multivariate restructuring
methods (ECC, SSh, and MDSSh) to find the most
suited in the high-dimensional setting, that can transform the forecasts to precipitation fields from which
desired compound quantities can be derived. Section 2
introduces the EPS and the high-resolution observations. Section 3 describes all applied methods and verification techniques. In section 4 the results are presented,
and section 5 concludes and discusses the results.

2. Data
The NWP precipitation data are from the Grand
Limited Area Model Ensemble Prediction System
(GLAMEPS), which is essentially a multimodel dynamical downscaling of the ECMWF EPS for Europe.
We have used the available unlagged forecasts of version 2, initiated at 0000 UTC each day, from October
2014 to December 2016. The ensemble is composed of
the hydrostatic HIRLAM (Yang 2008) and Alaro
(Gerard et al. 2009) models, each with two different
parameterization schemes: HIRLAM with either the
Kain–Fritsch or the Soft Transition Condensation
(STRACO) convection scheme, and Alaro with either
the ISBA or the Surface Externalisée (SURFEX)

surface scheme (Deckmyn 2014). This provides 4 3 7 5
28 different ensemble members with output intervals of
3 h up to a lead time of 160 h, on an original rotated-pole
latitude–longitude grid of 0.0758 3 0.0758.
The observational dataset spans from January 2008 to
December 2016 and is composed of calibrated radar data
covering the land surface of the Netherlands, with high
temporal (1-h accumulation) and spatial resolution
(1 3 1 km2; Overeem et al. 2009). The measured reflectivity is often influenced by tall objects on land (land
clutter). At some locations in the Netherlands this distorts the derived precipitation. By looking at the annual
rainfall sums of 2012, 2014, and 2016, a total of 43 cells of
1 3 1 km2 were removed from the dataset. The clutter at
these locations was caused by the ships in Rotterdam
harbor; buildings in The Hague; and towers in Cabauw,
Goes, and Hoogersmilde. For the occasional ‘‘beam occultation,’’ however, no suitable correction was available
(Overeem et al. 2009). Also not corrected is a systematic
error in the manual rain gauge data that is used to calibrate
the radar data, as this was discovered only recently by KNMI.
The application and verification of the statistical
postprocessing methods is only possible for the overlapping period of October 2014–December 2016 and is
stratified into a warm half year (15 April–14 October)
and a cold half year (15 October–14 April), which are
respectively called ‘‘summer’’ and ‘‘winter’’ from now
on. Both forecasts and radar data were transformed into
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FIG. 2. The empirical cumulative distribution functions of the raw ensemble mean forecasts and the calibrated
radar observations, pooled over all 3 3 3 km2 grid cells in the Netherlands and the time period from October 2014 to
December 2016.

the high-resolution predictand: 3-h accumulated precipitation fields on a 3 3 3 km2 grid, by using the nearest
neighbor GLAMEPS forecasts and spatially averaging the calibrated radar data. This transformation
introduces a representativity error: the value in the
69 3 9 km2 GLAMEPS grid cell becomes the forecast
for multiple 3 3 3 km2 grid cells, without displaying the
larger variability due to lower degrees of aggregation.
This causes (apart from the common underforecasting
of extreme precipitation amounts by the EPS) fewer
extremes to be present in the forecast than are observed
(Fig. 2). The statistical postprocessing in this case thus
bears similarity to statistical downscaling, which also
requires the reconstruction of finescale variability
(Maraun et al. 2010). Also visible in the figure is that the
performance of the EPS changes with lead time: the
common overforecasting of low amounts between 0 and
1 mm seems worse at 160 h than at 13 h.
In this study the raw precipitation forecast at time t is
denoted by
1
M
xt 5 f(x11,t , . . . , xM
1,t ), . . . , (xS,t , . . . , xS,t )g ,

(1)

where M 5 28 is the number of members and S is
the multivariate dimensionality of the simultaneously
initialized members. It has a maximum of the number of

grid cells times the number of lead times, but because we
correct and restructure per lead time (accounting only
for spatial dependencies), S is limited to the 4497 grid
cells s. Each time step t (unique combination of lead
time and initialization time) of the raw forecast thus
makes up an empirical univariate forecast distribution
for predictand Y that is not yet calibrated:
Fraw,s,t (y) 5 Pr(y # Y) 5

1
M

M

å

m51

1(xm
s,t # y) ,

(2)

where 1 is the indicator function and for which the assumption is made that the ensemble members are equally
probable. Properties characterizing this distribution are
derived for each location and time step (Table 2) and are
used as potential predictors U in the statistical models.

3. Methods
a. Univariate postprocessing and verification methods
1) QUANTILE REGRESSION FORESTS
The first statistical postprocessing method, the nonparametric QRF, is basically a collection of regression
trees (Meinshausen 2006; Taillardat et al. 2016). Such a
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TABLE 2. Constructed predictors to characterize the precipitation distribution Fraw,s,t [(2)] of assumed equally probable ensemble
members. The HirK and HirS subensembles are HIRLAM with either the Kain–Fritsch or STRACO convection schemes, respectively,
and AloI and AloS are Alaro with either the ISBA or SURFEX surface schemes, respectively.
Name

Formulation
M

1
å xm
M m51 s,t
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M
1
ss,t 5
(xm 2 xs,t )2
å
M 2 1 m51 s,t

xs,t 5

Mean

Std dev

1
1
M 2 1 s3s,t

Skewness

23 1

Kurtosis

M

å

m51

3
(xm
s,t 2 xs,t )

1
1
M 2 1 s4s,t

M

å

m51

4
(xm
s,t 2 xs,t )

Q30, Q50, Q90

21
Fraw
,s,t (p), for p 5 0:3, 0:5, 0:9

P03, P1, P3, P5

Pr(y . q) 5 1 2 Fraw,s,t (q), for q 5 0:3, 1, 3, 5 mm

Nrzero

Members with almost zero precipitation

M

å

m51

1(xm
s,t , 0:05 mm)

Mean with M 5 7 for the subensembles: HirK, HirS, AloI, and AloS
Std dev of the subensembles
Control member of the subensembles

subensmean
subensstdev
subens000

tree uses binary splits to divide the precipitation observations yobs of the dependent training data into two
homogeneous groups at each node. It does so by
finding a suitable threshold in one of the predictor variables, and keeps on splitting until a stopping criterion is
reached and all observations are collected in a set of
terminal nodes (Breiman et al. 1984). A forecast in the
independent set then consists of the analogous observations in the node to which the associated independent
predictor values (U 5 us,t ) lead. Because a small set of
homogeneous values is too similar to be a well calibrated
uncertainty distribution, QRF employs a large amount
of differently fitted trees. One tree assigns equal weights
to the analog observations with predictive power, and
the forest averages those weights to wi for each observation in the joint collection of n. Together, they form a
smooth postprocessed empirical cumulative distribution
function:

their random selection of potential predictors. The
stopping criterion was set to a minimum of 1200 observations in each terminal node, which led to the best
splitting depth for this study’s amount of training data.
This amount depended on the choice to fit a single
model per lead time and per season, as the systematic
forecast error differs between (mostly convective)
summer precipitation and (mostly nonconvective) winter precipitation. We opted for a spatial pool because
of the relative homogeneity of the Netherlands,
which provided us with 2 3106 observations of which
a spatial fraction of 0.04 was randomly selected because of computational limitations. The fitting was
handled with a threefold cross validation, where each
QRF model was trained with 2 3 106 3 2/3 3 0.04 ’
5.3 3 104 cases.

2) ZERO-ADJUSTED GAMMA DISTRIBUTION

n

FqrfjU5u (y) 5
s,t

å wi (us,t )1(yobs,i # y) .

The second statistical postprocessing method, ZAGA,
was fitted to the exact same random selections of training
data. Its two-stage parametric distribution has the following
probability density function (pdf; Rigby and Stasinopoulos
2010):

(3)

i51

The chosen number of 500 trees differs in their random
(bootstrapped) selection from the training set and in

fzagajm,s,n,U5u (y) 5
s,t

8
n,
>
>
<

"

>
>
: (1 2 n)

1

y
1 /s 2

(s2 m)

(1/s2 )21

2y/(s2 m)

e
G(1/s2 )

#
,

if

y 5 0,

if

y . 0,

(4)
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where its expected value is influenced by two parameters
[E(Y) 5 (1 2 n)m] and the variance by three [Var(Y) 5
(1 2 n)m2 (n 1 s2 )]. The previously mentioned heteroskedasticity in precipitation is captured in a power law
similar to Scheuerer and Hamill (2015a), as log(m) and
log(s) are linearly related to predictors. The point mass
at zero n is fitted using a logit transformation. For a fixed
two-predictor version ‘‘fixtwo,’’ this resulted in the following equations (see also the predictor list in Table 2):
log(m) 5 a1 P03s,t 1 a2 stdevs,t ,
log(s) 5 b1 nrzeros,t 1 b2 means,t ,

and

(5)

 n 
5 g1 nrzeros,t 1 g 2 P03s,t .
log
12n
The two chosen predictors for each parameter were
partly based on a stepwise forward objective predictor
selection that minimized the generalized Akaike information criterion on the dependent set, only partly because the objective method produced counterintuitive
results. The ensemble mean, an important predictor in
QRF, was, for instance, hardly selected by the objective
model. This pushed us to create the fixed version above,
in which (also counterintuitively) the ensemble mean was
more suited for s than for m, and a fully objective version
‘‘seltwo.’’ The verification of both ZAGA models is
presented in the results.

3) UNIVARIATE VERIFICATION METRICS
The verification of a probabilistic forecast concerns
the joint distribution of forecasts and corresponding
observations and is executed on the independent set.
The question of whether the forecasts and observations
are statistically consistent can be subdivided into aspects
(e.g., Toth et al. 2003; Wilks 2011; Thorarinsdottir and
Schuhen 2017). Reliability indicates whether the observed frequency of an event, conditional on a certain
forecast probability, is equal to that probability. Sharpness concerns the concentration of forecast uncertainty
in the predictive distributions and is a property of the
forecast only. A climatological forecast is perfectly reliable as it gives a 1/100 chance to an event with return
time 100. However, it lacks sharpness as the spread of
the distribution remains as wide as the climatological
distribution itself, and it lacks resolution as the averages
of observed frequencies for the (in this case constant)
forecast probabilities do not differ from each other.
Forecasts without resolution do not resolve the occasions in which the event is more/less likely to occur.
Because classical assessments in the form of rank histograms or the probability integral transform are shown
to be insufficient on their own (Gneiting et al. 2007), the
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proper Brier score is used in this study to address both
reliability and resolution (Wilks 2011). It assesses the
mean square error (MSE) of probabilistic forecasts pj
(from 0 to 1) for binary events oj (0 or 1) in the verification
set of size n:
BS 5

1
n

n

å (pj 2 oj )2 .

(6)

j51

In the case of precipitation, such an event is often
the exceedance of a certain threshold. The forecast
exceedance probability pjjU5us,t for the predictor values
at that location and time is related to the nonexceedance
probability given by Fzaga,s,t , a definite integral of (4), and
directly by the smooth empirical cumulative distribution
function (ecdf) in (3). This direct derivation prevents
sampling effects on the scores of the postprocessed distributions (Ferro et al. 2008; Hu et al. 2016). For the raw
ensemble in (2), however, the score is affected by the
rugged 28-member ecdf that leads to less precise derivation of the exceedance probabilities (Hemri et al.
2014). The Brier score is transformed to a Brier skill
score (BSS) relative to the (resolutionless) local sample
climatology (seasonally stratified for the period from
October 2014 to December 2016):
BSS 5 1 2

BS
.
BSclim

(7)

The assessment of reliability, resolution, and sharpness is complemented with reliability diagrams (e.g.,
Wilks 2011) for the same selected thresholds. Because of
computational reasons, the verification was only performed for a random selection of 20% of the cells in
the Netherlands. This still provided enough forecast–
observation pairs (1 3 105) for each season–lead time
combination.

b. Multivariate structuring and verification methods
1) EMPIRICAL STRUCTURING
The univariate distributions Fqrf,s,t or Fzaga,s,t signify
forecast uncertainty and can be understood in two ways:
either as a set of precipitation values corresponding to
slightly different situations of which we cannot say
which one will materialize, or as a distribution of forecast error around an expected value. When, for example,
fields for hydrological models are generated, these two
interpretations illustrate that there is no way to do so
without a multivariate structure: at no moment in time
will the same quantile materialize in all of the univariate
distributions in the field (Fig. 3, middle row), as this
would imply the same forecast error everywhere.
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FIG. 3. An example of the observed precipitation field on the right, with the left and center panels showing (top) two raw ensemble
members, (middle) two quantile samples, and (bottom) two random samples from postprocessed distributions for 1500 UTC 2 Sep 2015.
Presentation after Feldmann et al. (2015).

For calibrated marginals it makes more sense that the
realization is above the expected value at some neighboring places and below at other neighboring places.
And indeed, the observed materialization (Fig. 3, right)
has a distinct structure and is certainly not lacking
structure like the nonphysical independent random
sampling (Fig. 3, bottom row).
The restoring of structure by empirical methods is
always by means of the rank dependence (Genest and
Favre 2007; Schefzik et al. 2013). The methods differ
only in where the template for rank dependence is taken
from. The general steps are sample, rank, and reorder.
First, as many values are sampled from the calibrated
marginal distributions as there were ensemble members
M 5 28. This sampling from the postprocessed distribution can take multiple forms. Previous studies found
that equidistant quantile sampling leads to better results

than random sampling (Schefzik et al. 2013; Wilks 2015),
but the equidistant sampling permits multiple plotting
position estimators a (Wilks 2011):
21
y^m
s,t 5 Fs,t

m2a 
,
M 1 1 2 2a



for

m 5 1, . . . , M .

(8)

When the Weibull plotting position estimator is used
(a 5 0), the tails can be underrepresented as mentioned
in Hu et al. (2016). But this is less so for the Hazen estimator (a 5 0.5) employed in this study. This sampling
leads to M predicted precipitation values y^ that are already ordered from the smallest to the largest quantile:
y^ 5 f(^
y11 , . . . , y^M
y1S , . . . , y^M
1 ), . . . , (^
S )g .

(9)

Then, templates are sought that have the same dimensionality S as the multivariate forecast and also
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contain M members/scenarios. Because this study only
restructures the univariate forecasts in space,1 the template is formed by 28 fields with S 5 4497:
1
M
z 5 f(z11 , . . . , zM
1 ), . . . , (zS , . . . , zS )g .

(10)

At each location s the 28 values in the template are
ranked with respect to the other values in the marginal
template distribution:
1
M
rsm 5 rank of zm
s in zs , . . . , zs .

(11)

When executed for all S locations in one materialization
m, this gives a field of ranks in the template marginals
and makes us select the rsm th value in each of the S
forecast marginals (that were already ordered due to
quantile sampling). The copied multivariate correlation
structure provides a plausible materialized field:
rm

rm

y~m 5 y^11 , . . . , y^SS .

(12)

Overall, the M scenarios do not change precipitation
values but select fields from the sampled univariate
postprocessed distributions with a consistent rank correlation structure. Together they form the reordered
multivariate forecast:
r1

rM

r1

rM

ySS , . . . , y^SS )g .
y~ 5 f(^
y11 , . . . , y^11 ), . . . , (^

(13)

2) ECC, SSH, AND MDSSH
The empirical structuring by rank dependence is similar for ECC, SSh, and MDSSh, while only the dependence
templates differ. In this study, ECC is straightforwardly
implemented by using the raw GLAMEPS forecasts [(1)]
as the template [(10)]. The template of SSh is randomly
sampled from the complete historical record (2008–16)
and narrowed down to observed fields at the same time of
the day and within a 612-day window, similar to the
original implementation by Clark et al. (2004). MDSSh
also samples from the complete historical record but
compares the marginal distributions of the selected fields
to the postprocessed univariates. In this way the template
will contain similar marginals, from which it makes more
sense to copy the rank structure. The window is set to
622 days, and fields are omitted stepwise until 28 remain.
For the computational details the reader is referred to
Scheuerer et al. (2017).

1

The subscript t is dropped for convenience, though the procedure is executed for each unique combination of initialization
time and lead time.
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3) MULTIVARIATE VERIFICATION METRICS
The simplest way to verify a multivariate probabilistic
forecast is to aggregate it to a univariate compound
quantity that is sensitive to the dependence structure
(Livezey 2003; Scheuerer et al. 2017) and evaluate that
with the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS):
1
CRPS(F, y) 5 EF jX 2 yj 2 EP jX 2 X 0 j ,
2

(14)

where F is the forecast distribution, y is the verifying
observation, and X and X0 are independent random
variables from the distribution F. For example, hydrological end users, such as water boards in the Netherlands, could aggregate the reordered precipitation fields
to the average accumulation in their catchment. In this
study, we have used averaged precipitation in each of
the 12 provinces of the Netherlands. Other examples of
aggregation to a univariate quantity are differences between two locations (Feldmann et al. 2015) or a compound quantity like a heatwave index (Wilks 2015).
In addition to the province-aggregated CRPS, we directly score the multivariate distributions. There are
several multivariate scores (Gneiting and Raftery 2007;
Thorarinsdottir et al. 2013) of which only one can be
applied in this setting. The Dawid and Sebastiani score
(Dawid and Sebastiani 1999) is based on the covariance
matrix that is too hard to estimate in this high dimensional setting, when it does not directly follow from
the univariate correction (Wilks 2017). The energy score
is relatively insensitive to differences in the multivariate
correlation structures (Schefzik 2016), which is not desired because the univariate marginals are the same for
all compared restructuring methods and the only difference is in the structure. As an alternative, Scheuerer
and Hamill (2015b) have proposed the variogram score
(VS), which is proper and specifically compares all pointby-point differences in the observation vector yobs,t with
the expected differences in the M forecast fields:
S

VS(Ft , yobs,t ) 5

å

i,j51

wi,j (jyobs,i 2 yobs,j jp 2 Ej^
yi 2 y^j jp )2 .
(15)

They found that the implementation of order p 5 0.5 had
favorable sampling properties and is therefore also implemented here, and just like Schefzik (2016), the inverse
of the Euclidean spatial distance is used as weights:

wi,j 5

1
dist(i, j)
S

1
å dist(i, j)
i, j51

.

(16)
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For comparison, the VS is transformed to a variogram
skill score (VSS) with ECC as reference [similar to (7)].
It thereby scores only the realism of the spatial structure,
because, as mentioned, this study disregards temporal
restructuring. Contrary to the univariate verification, we
use the complete field and not just a sample of 20%.

4. Results

TABLE 3. Climatological quantiles, associated with the 3-h accumulation thresholds used for verification, computed by pooling
observations in summer and winter.
Threshold (mm)

Quantile

0.3
1
3
5
7

Q.84
Q.90
Q.96
Q.98
Q.994

a. Univariate postprocessing
The thresholds for which the BSS was computed
correspond to the climatological quantiles in Table 3.
An accumulation of more than 7 mm is extreme as it
occurs in only 0.6% of the cases, due to the relatively
short accumulation periods (3 h). The spatial mean BSS
up to this threshold is plotted against lead time in Fig. 4
and is computed for the full period from October 2014
to December 2016 using threefold cross validation.
When we regard skill of the raw and postprocessed
forecasts relative to the dashed climatological reference,
we see four things: 1) skill generally decreases with lead
time, 2) skill decreases with threshold, 3) skill in summer is generally lower than in winter, and 4) the skill in
summer exhibits a diurnal cycle. First, the decreasing
skill with lead time is explained by error growth in
the nonlinear system. With increasing lead time the
ensemble members start to diverge and eventually approach the zero skill climatological distribution. An
additional effect is that systematic disparities between
the raw forecast distributions and observations disappear, such that statistical postprocessing cannot add any
skill. Second, as uncertainty increases with the amount
of expected precipitation, it is understandable that the
infrequent exceedance of high thresholds is less predictable than the more frequent exceedance of lower
thresholds. In Fig. 4 the skill of all models drops with
increasing threshold and the lines become more spiked,
indicating a greater uncertainty in BSS computation.
In winter the first occurrence of negative skill is for
multiple lead times at the 7-mm threshold. Third, for
equivalent situations in summer the skill has already
disappeared. Instead of the large-scale wintertime precipitation patterns, the summer regime is more dominated by deep convection due to daytime heating, which
is harder to predict and easily displaced at this high
spatial resolution. Finally, the presence of this mechanism appears also as diurnal skill cycle: only after
1500 UTC [i.e., 1700 central European summer time
(CEST)], when convective showers had a chance to
develop, skill starts to drop.
When we regard the skill added by postprocessing for
moderate events, there is always one method that adds

skill to the raw forecast at each lead time. For thresholds
above the 5-mm threshold (Q.98), the postprocessed
forecasts are comparable to or worse than the raw
forecasts. At small thresholds (0.3 and 1 mm), QRF and
ZAGA seem to behave similarly, meaning that even
though ZAGA uses only two predictors, far fewer than
the number of predictors used in QRF, it apparently
captures the systematic relations and improves forecasts
over the full 60-h lead time range. The ZAGA methods
perform worse than QRF for a number of lead times
above the threshold of 3 mm. Especially in the 7-mm
panel for summer, we see that QRF remains close to the
raw ensemble and zero skill climatology, while the skill
of the parametric ZAGA methods becomes negative.
QRF is a nonparametric method that cannot predict
outside its sample training data range, while for ZAGA
the fit for the tails can be poor because the model fit is
mostly determined by the bulk of the distribution (Whan
and Schmeits 2018).
It is interesting to note that the objective predictor selection does not always perform best, as demonstrated by
the 3-, 5-, and 7-mm thresholds in summer and the 7-mm
threshold in winter, where ZAGAfixtwo performs better.
Apparently the ability of the objective method to optimize
itself for each training sample can lead to overfitting when
verified on the independent set. Therefore, in the remainder of this section, only verification results are shown
for ZAGAfixtwo and QRF.
When the BSS for 19 h is plotted spatially on the
employed 20% of the grid cells (Fig. 5), we see in the top
row (0.3 mm) that both QRF and ZAGAfixtwo raise
skill uniformly over the country. However, for the more
extreme threshold of 7 mm, when postprocessing
methods on average do not add skill, the performance
varies spatially. ZAGAfixtwo seems especially to decrease skill at several locations and increase it at a few
others. This can be the result of sampling variability but
might also be an effect of the spatially pooled fit, indicating that even in an apparently homogeneous
country like the Netherlands the postprocessing might
benefit from corrections of local errors instead of
pooled disparities. However, for correct local fits a larger
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FIG. 4. Spatial mean of the BSS relative to local sample climatology (dashed line), presented for the raw ensemble
and the models fitted separately for each season and lead time.

temporal range of training data should be available,
especially for extreme thresholds.
Reliability diagrams for 112 h show that all methods
improve forecasts at the threshold of 0.3 mm (Fig. 6, top
row). The overforecast low precipitation accumulations
(see also Fig. 2) are corrected and reliability improves
(i.e., the postprocessed forecasts move closer to the 1:1
line compared to the raw forecasts). However, at the
3-mm threshold in summer (Fig. 6, left-middle panel)
differences emerge between QRF and ZAGAfixtwo for
forecast exceedance probabilities pi . 0.4. QRF has less
resolution and does not issue high probability forecasts,
while ZAGAfixtwo does issue them but is not more
skillful than QRF and the raw forecasts (Fig. 4). In
winter QRF issues higher probabilities and appears to
be reliable. These patterns at 3 mm are amplified in the

bottom row which concerns the 5 mm threshold (Q.98),
with little predictability in summer and a large sampling
variability due to fewer occurrences.
Although QRF, as a nonparametric method, does not
forecast the full range of pi, it appears to be a better univariate postprocessing method than ZAGA. We evaluate
which of its predictors are most important: whose splits, if
randomly permuted, deteriorate the forecast the most in
terms of mean square error. Because the values of this
importance are dependent on the actual precipitation
amounts (Taillardat et al. 2016), and thus differ for the two
seasons, we ranked the values to study the predictors’
relative importance. For both seasons (Fig. 7) it appears
that the ensemble mean is very important (which we expect because this is a smoothed summary of the ensemble
that captures the mean atmospheric patterns), while the
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FIG. 5. Spatial pattern of the BSS for the (left) raw, (center) QRF, and (right) ZAGA (with two fixed predictors) relative to local sample
climatology, presented for the 19-h lead time and the following seasons and thresholds: (top) 0.3 mm in summer, (middle) 3 mm in winter,
and (bottom) 7 mm in winter.

higher-order moments (skewness and kurtosis) matter
less. The Q.90 appears informative, as it often represents
the nonzero precipitation amounts. Alaro predictors are
more important in winter than in summer. The reverse is
true for the HIRLAM predictors.

b. Multivariate structuring
We use only QRF to compare the multivariate
restructuring methods as it was the most skillful method

in the univariate setting. We sample 28 members from the
postprocessed distributions and restructure them using
the different templates created by each method (ECC,
SSh, MDSSh).
First, we verify the reshuffled 28-member distributions using the multivariate VSS relative to ECC [(15)].
According to this metric, MDSSh scores higher than SSh
for almost all lead times in both seasons (Fig. 8). Relative to ECC, we see that MDSSh has positive scores in
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FIG. 6. Reliability diagrams for the raw and postprocessed forecasts (raw: blue, QRF: red, and ZAGAfixtwo: green) for a lead time
of 112 h, and three precipitation thresholds, pooled for all locations. Plots are made for (left) summer and (right) winter with the (top)
0.3-mm, (middle) 3-mm, and (bottom) 5-mm thresholds. Insets show the relative frequency as a function of the forecast probability bins.

about 50% of the lead times in summer. The somewhat
better performance of MDSSh over ECC is clearest for
the late afternoon and early evening in summer, when
convective storms often occur. In these cases, the coarse
structure of the ensemble, with 9 3 9 km2 cells (as
nearest neighbor downscaling does not add detail) and
parameterized deep convection, clearly gives way to a
finely structured template of selected radar observations
at 3 3 3 km2. An example is given by the 3-h precipitation forecasts at 2100 UTC 29 June 2016 (Fig. 9),

where spatial rank correlation was used as a metric to
select the members from ECC and MDSSh that most
resemble the observed precipitation field. In this case
MDSSh shows a more realistic precipitation pattern.
The choice of preferred restructuring method thus depends on the season, as MDSSh is somewhat more
skillful during the convective season. If, however, the
goal is to postprocess for winter, one might prefer ECC,
which is more skillful than MDSSh, except for the first
forecast day, and is almost always more skillful than SSh.
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FIG. 7. Ranked importance of predictors in the QRF method. The largest rank means that
a random permutation of its values increases the MSE in the forest more than permutations of
the other predictors. The box-and-whisker plots are drawn for 1 season 3 20 lead times 3 3
cross validation folds 5 60 fitted forests.

It thus appears that the problem with ECC (incorrect
dependencies from the raw ensemble are introduced and
are magnified when postprocessing enlarges the spread in
the forecast distribution; Flowerdew 2014) is in this case
less influential than that of SSh (a dissimilar template of
randomly selected dates introduces correlations that are
not representative for the atmospheric state). Because
MDSSh accommodates this SSh problem, it can compete
with ECC. This does not change qualitatively when an
unweighted version of the variogram score is used.
We have also computed the CRPS for the restructured
28-member distributions after aggregating into provinces. ECC and MDSSh are consistently the most skillful
reshuffling methods with lower CRPS values than SSh in
all seasons and at all lead times (Fig. 10). The differences, however, are generally small. The diurnal cycle in
forecast skill, already seen in the BSS (Fig. 4), is also
evident in the CRPS, particularly in summer. Contrary
to the VSS, however, we do not see a somewhat better
summertime performance of MDSSh over ECC, probably as the aggregation to provinces eliminates the difference between fine- and coarse-scale restructuring for
the convective regime.

5. Conclusions and discussion
a. Conclusions
To our knowledge, this study was the first to compare existing multivariate restructuring methods for

postprocessed ensemble forecasts at a high-resolution grid.
Three-hourly accumulated precipitation at 3 3 3 km2 is a
difficult predictand, especially because displacement errors are common and skillful forecasts are hard to make. In
winter, the raw ensemble has negative skill for multiple
lead times at the 7-mm threshold. In summer, precipitation
is generally even less predictable due to deep convection.
The clearest improvement by statistical postprocessing is
for the low thresholds, where the overforecasting of low
precipitation amounts was substantially corrected over the
whole 60-h forecast range. Added skill by postprocessing is
distinguishable up to 5 mm (Q.98) in winter and summer.
Overall, QRF appeared to be a more skillful statistical
postprocessing method than ZAGA. ZAGA deviated
most at the extreme thresholds and had most difficulty
with local calibration. Also, its implementation with a
purely objective predictor selection was not necessarily
the best.
The high-resolution predictand also meant that
the multivariate restructuring took place in a highdimensional setting. Here, the variogram skill scores
showed that ECC is a better basic empirical method
than SSh and that only the sophisticated search for
similar templates (MDSSh) makes the latter a competitive method. A univariate scoring with CRPS, after
aggregation of the restructured forecasts into spatial
regions (i.e., the 12 provinces of the Netherlands), also
indicated that MDSSh is better than SSh, while the
CRPS values of ECC and MDSSh are similar.
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FIG. 8. VSS of the spatial fields of SSh (red) and MDSSh (blue) relative to ECC for (top)
summer and (bottom) winter.

b. Discussion
1) UNIVARIATE
Postprocessing clearly adds skill for moderate and high
quantiles, where the ZAGA models perform as well as
the nonparametric QRF. But for the extreme quantiles
(.99th percentile) ZAGA is less skillful than QRF and
can even deteriorate the raw ensemble predictions. In
such cases the predictor values lead to predictive distributions that do not tend to climatology. Apparently the
parametric skewed continuous nonzero distributions that
were earlier regarded as a competitive option (e.g.,
Kleiber et al. 2011) are not so good for extremes, as was
also concluded by Whan and Schmeits (2018).
Besides, the high resolution more easily permits displacement errors. Even though an ensemble of situations is used, NWP models might generally simulate a
thunderstorm too early (regarded from one location) or
spatially displaced (regarded from one time step). Perhaps the observations of one location should therefore
not be related to the predictor values of that location

only (van der Plas et al. 2017). Options to include
information from neighboring cells are a spatial
weighting of all predictors or an extra predictor that
expresses flow-dependent uncertainty due to displacement (Scheuerer and Hamill 2015a). The same
study also showed that the desired behavior of tending
to climatology for long lead times can be introduced
by letting predictors modify the climatological values
of shape parameters.
In the current implementation with a spatial pool,
the models were fitted to the average systematic disparities. The BSS maps showed that local calibration
is in that case not guaranteed. On the other hand, the
alternative of fitting separate models to each location
might suffer from insufficient training data, especially
for extremes. Stauffer et al. (2017) implemented a
solution for temperature forecasts by transforming
predictor values into anomalies relative to their average in the training period. Combined with a local
observed climatology, this can handle spatial differences in forecast bias, while still doing a single spatially pooled fit.
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FIG. 9. (bottom right) Observed precipitation at 2100 UTC 29 Jun 2016, plotted together with the most similar
members from the respective ensemble forecasts, at a lead time of 21 h. (bottom left) Before correction, (top left)
after correction as restructured with ECC, and (top right) after correction as restructured with MDSSh. The
similarity criterion was spatial rank correlation.

This option and the local fitting techniques addressed in,
for instance, Kleiber et al. (2011) and Lerch and Baran
(2017) can be explored in future research, in addition to
the displacement predictor formulation mentioned above.
This might improve the competitiveness of parametric
postprocessing relative to QRF. On the other hand, local
fitting is also not a guarantee for success. The decision
trees of QRF in this study contained the possibility to
spatially separate the postprocessing correction by splitting on latitude and longitude thresholds. That these predictors did not seem relevant (Fig. 7) indicates that the
forecast bias does not exhibit a systematic spatial pattern
in the Netherlands.

2) MULTIVARIATE
The explored empirical structuring is currently the
only way to deal with high-dimensional distributions of
precipitation that are non-Gaussian and intermittent in

nature (Gneiting 2014; Scheuerer et al. 2017). The conducted comparison between the two basic empirical
methods favors ECC over SSh, both in terms of the VSS
and the CRPS of aggregated forecasts. But in other
studies the flaws of both methods might balance out
differently.
The standard SSh may, for instance, not preserve the
spatial or temporal gradients. The randomly selected
dates are not conditional on the flow situation and are
therefore not a collection of slightly different realizations under similar meteorological circumstances.
Because the template fields are dissimilar, the ranks of a
field tend to uniformity and reordering can result in
unrealistic fields of the same quantile (Schefzik 2016)
(Fig. 3, middle row). On the other hand, ECC can introduce and magnify incorrect NWP dependencies when
postprocessing increases the spread in the forecast distribution (Flowerdew 2014). Wilks (2015), for instance,
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FIG. 10. Box plot of CRPS of the 28-member precipitation forecast distributions, after
spatially averaging each member in each of the 12 provinces, for each forecast lead time. The
28 members, sampled from the forecast distributions, are reshuffled with ECC (red), SSh
(green), and MDSSh (blue) and aggregated in each province in (a) summer and (b) winter. In
the box plot, the horizontal line shows the median, and the box indicates the 25th–75th
percentiles of the CRPS distribution of 12 values.

found that ECC leads to worse structures than SSh.
Attempts are made to handle the flaw of NWP error
autocorrelation in a method called dual-ECC (Ben
Bouallègue et al. 2016), but the benefit of dependence
on atmospheric state still greatly depends on the quality
of the template. Remember, for instance, that the
GLAMEPS values of 9 3 9 km2 cells are mapped to 3 3
3 km2 with the nearest neighbor method, and that the
lack of high-resolution structure makes it less suitable
for reordering. We saw this in the diminishing performance during summertime convection. Scheuerer et al.
(2017) and Bellier et al. (2017) note similar ECC problems when the forecast resolution is too coarse for
finescale structures.
Why then does ECC stand on equal footing with
MDSSh? Why does the matching of high-resolution
templates to the forecast marginal distributions not
completely nullify incorrect dependence structures and
their magnification? A first possibility is that precipitation

values of zero have too much weight in the matching of
distributions and that the template therefore ends up with
more zeros than the forecast. The method then distributes
the tied ranks randomly and this results in fields with
scatter (a random rank of the template, usually associated
with zero, is suddenly associated with a nonzero value).
This problem is also encountered in the unconditional
template of standard SSh where the amount of zeros is
often equal to the climatological probability of it being
dry (Wu et al. 2018). A second possibility is that the statistical matching in MDSSh to the 4497 marginal distributions does not necessarily lead to the selection of
meteorological analogs (Bellier et al. 2017). Correct analogs would be even more difficult to find when lead time
is included, and the matching is extended for full space–
time trajectories.
This study deliberately restructured only in space
because high-dimensionality itself was our main goal
(Table 1). For operational applications, however, it is
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clear that the lost structure by postprocessing, except by
the member-by-member methods (Van Schaeybroeck
and Vannitsem 2015; Schefzik 2017), should be restored
to a full spatiotemporal consistency (Gneiting 2014).
ECC already automatically restructures across lead
times, but the applied versions of Schaake shuffle in this
study need the extension as in Scheuerer et al. (2017)
and Bellier et al. (2017).
In future studies, the range of multivariate verification
methods could also be extended. It is common that different scores rank the restructuring methods differently,
so insight might be gained when, for instance, multivariate rank histograms are also used, whose ‘‘band
depth’’ and ‘‘average rank’’ implementations have different properties (Thorarinsdottir et al. 2016; Wilks
2017). Beware, however, that they are sensitive to miscalibration in the univariate distributions, which is difficult to avoid in high-resolution settings.
The reason to continue with the approach of this
study, that is, the postprocessing at high resolution and
the subsequent joint restructuring, is that calibrated
forecasts become more universally applicable. Compound quantities like the average in a province, or other
aggregations in time and space, can be easily derived. A
future study could investigate whether this approach is
competitive compared to directly postprocessing to the
aggregated resolution in time and space.
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